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Welcome to the latest edition of the LPFG Newsletter. This issue contains a
fantastic range of articles, all focussing on aspects of later prehistoric metalwork,
with a theme of new discovery running through them. Tess Machling and Roland
Willamson share some brand new findings about the crafting of Iron Age torcs,
whilst Andrew Lamb shines new light on an old find: the Mountsorrel bucket
escutcheon. Rebecca Griffiths reports on a new and nationally unique find from
East Yorkshire, and Dot Boughton and Brendan O’Connor provide valuable
reviews of two publications on Bronze Age metalwork. Katharina Becker and
Andrew Lamb introduce a new project, focussing on Iron Age pins, and put out
a call for unpublished examples. Finally, details of our upcoming conference can
be found on page 20.
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A Late Iron Age strap fitting from Thwing, East Riding (Courtesy of the Portable Antiquities
Scheme). Read more about this discovery on page 11.
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Letter from the Chair
As always, I'm delighted to introduce the latest
LPFG newsletter. New discoveries, new
research and new publications continually shape
how we understand, think about and interpret
later prehistoric finds and the communities that
made, used and deposited them, as this
newsletter demonstrates. Our editors, Helen
Chittock and Andy Lamb, have put together
another excellent edition of contributions.
The LPFG continues to grow in membership and
expand into new areas. It was a great pleasure to
represent the Group alongside the other finds groups at the jointly organised Instrumentum
conference on 'Hoarding and Deposition' in June (a review to follow in the Winter newsletter).
Additionally we maintained our annual support for the Iron Age Research Student Symposium
hosted at Cardiff University in May by offering a prize for best finds-related paper.
In February we held our AGM at the British Museum at which we were seeking a new
Treasurer and Social Media Officer. Whilst our hunt for a new Social Media Officer continues, I
am delighted to announce that Meredith Laing has been elected as Treasurer for the Group.
Readers will no doubt remember that Meredith contributed a piece to our winter newsletter
(Issue 12) on her research into fingerprint analysis in the Iron Age and we are very pleased to
be able to welcome her to the committee.
The committee as a whole have been working hard to arrange our annual conference later this
year, which I'm pleased to say will be hosted at my home ground at the National Museum of
Scotland in Edinburgh on 26th October. We have a terrific line-up of speakers on a variety of
topics, showcasing the full array of Bronze Age and Iron Age finds research that's ongoing.
Finally, I must thank the committee for their hard work and all our members (new and old) for
their support. It is a pleasure to be Chair of such a friendly and dynamic group and I look
forward to seeing you at our conference in October, if not before.

Matt Knight, LPFG Chair
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Announcements
Join our committee!
The LPFG is currently seeking an enthusiastic, dedicated individual to fill the committee position of
Social Media Officer.
The Social Media Officer is responsible for monitoring and generating online content for our social
media pages on Facebook and Twitter. You'll be responsible for sharing new and exciting research,
finds and sites to our membership, as well as directly engaging with a range of audiences who
enquire about our group through our online platforms. You'll also have the opportunity to be
creative with this role and develop new ways to engage with membership and expand into other
social media avenues that we don't currently utilise.
If you are interested in taking on this position, or would like to know more, please get in touch at
laterprehistoricfindsgroup@gmail.com.
Congratulations from the LPFG!
Each year, the LPFG offer a cash prize to the author of a finds-based paper presented at the Iron
Age Research Student Symposium (IARSS). The 22nd annual IARSS took place at Cardiff University
from 29th May to June 1st and included a fantastic array of presentations on topics from Celtic
Art to curation of human remains.
We would like to offer our warmest congratulations to the winner of the 2019 prize, Tiffany
Treadway (Cardiff University, pictured below) for her excellent paper: Analysis of Wetland
Depositional Practices in Iron Age Wales and Scotland. Look out for details of Tiffany's research, which
will be published in the winter edition of the LPFG newsletter.
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‘Cut and shuts’: The reworking of Iron Age gold torus torcs
Tess Machling and Roland Williamson

Recent work (Machling & Williamson 2018; forthcoming(a); forthcoming(b)) has identified a
number of gold torus torcs which were previously assumed to have cast terminals, but which
can now be shown to have sheet-work terminals. These include the Snettisham Great torc, the
Grotesque and Mini-Grotesque torcs, and the Netherurd terminal. In addition, there are a
number of other sheet-worked gold items, including bracelets and numerous buffer, tubular
and ribbon torcs from sites including Snettisham, Broighter, Leekfrith and Blair Drummond.
With the basic pattern of manufacture having been established for torus torcs, we have been
looking in greater detail at the forming techniques, and comparing them to other gold items to
see if there are features which span the different gold torc forms.
During this process, we stumbled across a striking similarity between the Clevedon torc and
torus torcs. The Clevedon torc has always intrigued ‘Celtic art’ specialists as it demonstrates
both early (Stage 1/2) and late (Stage 5) art (Macdonald 2007). This has been explained as
evidence of an overlapping of art styles with certain motifs appearing, and then reappearing, at
various times across the Iron Age. However, we believe that the Clevedon torc may offer
evidence of gold torcs being re-worked at different stages of their existence, and may point to
an earlier date for torus torcs than has
been traditionally assumed.
The Clevedon torc is a buffer terminal
with a circular flat face attached to a
collar of gold. The collar ends in a flare of
gold sheet which is assumed to have
been, like the Netherurd and Grotesque
torcs, a means of attaching the terminal
to the neck ring. It is decorated on the
face (Fig. 1) with a Stage V triskele but
with more typically Stage1/2 palmettes
on the collar (Fig. 2).
At first glance this terminal shows no
relationship to the torus torc terminals
of Netherurd and the Great torc.
However, measurements show a
correlation (see Table 1). As can be seen,
the dimensions of the collars of the
Netherurd and Great torcs correspond
closely with those of the Clevedon
terminal.

Figure 1: The Clevedon torc, from above (Image used under
Creative Commons © Trustees of the British Museum.)
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Figure 2: The Clevedon torc, side view. (Image used under Creative Commons © Trustees of the British Museum.)

Torc
Clevedon

Diameter of base of
terminal (mm)
34.3 (diameter of face)

Width at collartorus join (mm)
23 (width at base)

Height at front of
collar (mm)
17.5

Height at back of
collar (mm)
14

Netherurd

32.8

28.3

16.1

14.3

Great torc

32.3

31

21.3

13

Table 1: Comparison of collar dimensions on the Clevedon, Netherurd and Great torc terminals

This could suggest that gold sheet work, irrelevant of form, was carried out according to
systematic principles which dictated that torcs should be of certain dimensions. However, the
dimensions of the Clevedon torc only compare favourably if the torc terminal is reversed which,
alongside other evidence, suggests an alternative theory.
We believe that the Clevedon terminal is a reworked torus torc terminal, cut down and reversed,
with a panel of gold sheet added to form the terminal face. This is supported by several pieces of
evidence. The interior of the Clevedon terminal demonstrates that it was created from a number
of pieces of sheet gold: a collar and a face plate, and, in addition, a second sheet join can be seen at
the point where the terminal collar narrows at the neck. This sheet is narrow and includes the
punched dotted lined area and flare. This second collar would be completely unnecessary as only a
single tube of sheet would be needed, with a second only creating more work. In torus torcs, the
means of construction involves three sheets (Fig. 3): a sheet to form the outer torus shell, an
‘apple core’ section to close the torus, and then a third tubular sheet to create the collar. We
believe that the evidence observed on the interior of the Clevedon torc could be explained by the
terminal having been cut down from a torus terminal: the two joined sheets in the collar being the
remains of a torus terminal collar and section of the torus itself. In addition, as with torus torcs,
but unusually for a buffer terminal, the front of the Clevedon collar is higher than the back.
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This theory might also be supported by the difference in decoration between the collar and
face: although the tooling is similar in the face and collar, that on the collar is less accurately
achieved and the ‘dummy rivets’ are smaller on the collar than on the face. In addition, as has
already been noted, the presence of early stage palmettes on the collar, and a later stage
triskele on the face, would also support a later reworking of an earlier dated item.

The reworking of Iron Age gold is not unknown. In the case
of the Snettisham Great torc, we have shown that the torc
terminals were not initially made to fit the neck ring they
were finally attached to: gaps between the wire ropes and
excessive amounts of solder used during the attachment
would suggest a very poor fit. In addition, the careful
removal from the wire neck ring, but retention, of the
Netherurd terminal would suggest a multiple life purpose for
this object. The Broighter torc from Northern Ireland has
also been altered, with the decoration of the item said to
have been added at a later date (the method of this is
currently being examined by the authors).
Figure 3: The construction of torus
torcs

When the decoration of torus torcs is examined objectively, without reference to Celtic art
‘Stages’, the concentric circles and geometric designs of Hallstatt and the Plastic relief of, for
example, Hohlbuckelringe would appear to be much better inspirations for torus torc design. As
such, when taken into consideration alongside the several early C14 dates from other torcs at
Snettisham, the related sheet-worked Ribbon torcs of Scotland and Ireland and the palmette
decoration of the Clevedon torc, we do not think it is unreasonable to suggest that torus torcs
may tentatively be considered to be 4th–3rd century BC in origin. These ideas will be developed
further in future papers. In the meantime, we ought to consider that sheet-worked gold items
may have earlier origins than was first assumed, and were sometimes reworked over their
period of usage. Overarching these ideas is a feeling that these torcs represent a very British
interpretation of continental ideas.

Dr Tess Machling is a self-employed archaeologist and researcher and, when not working for the
Prehistoric Society as their Membership Secretary, works with Roland Williamson, researching artefacts
so that their replication can be better understood. Roland Williamson is a museum replica maker of
over 30 years’ experience, specialising in producing museum-quality replicas in a number of different
materials.
Bibliography
MACDONALD, P. 2007. Perspectives on insular La Tène art. In Haselgrove, C. & Moore, T.
(eds), The Later Iron Age in Britain and Beyond. Oxford: Oxbow 329–38.
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Society 84, 387–403.
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The prehistoric pedigree of Romano-British bucket escutcheons: the view
from Mountsorrel
Andrew W. Lamb
In 1892 quarry workers at
Mountsorrel, Leicestershire
uncovered a well containing
animal bones, Romano-British
ceramics and a metal plated
wooden bucket (Fig. 1). Despite
the less than favourable
circumstances surrounding its
discovery, the bucket was
prom ptl y pu blish e d and
described in some detail (von
Hugel 1894). In contrast to the
famed Aylesford bucket,
discovered only six years prior
(Evans 1890), the Mountsorrel
example received limited
attention. The only substantial
discussion of it, apart from von
Figure 1: Detail of the Mountsorrel Bucket (reproduced by permission of
Hugel’s, was C.F.C. Hawkes
Leicestershire County Council Museums)
(1951). He described it as a
“treasure” whose “barbaric
symbol-portrait has outlasted its measure of Romanization” (ibid., 197). In this respect Hawkes
was right. In the 70 years since Hawkes wrote those words, and the Mountsorrel bucket was last
examined in any detail, the dataset within which we can contextualise this object has grown
substantially.
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Although the Mountsorrel bucket is Roman in date, with Hawkes (1951, 197) preferring a 3 rd
century AD date, it is an object whose origins are Iron Age and international. The tradition of
metal plated buckets emerges on the continent in La Tène C2 (c.200–150 BC) (Sueur and
Garcia 2015, 53, fig. 6). Although best known from cremation graves, they are found in a
variety of other contexts (Hey, Booth and Timby 2011, 62; Sueur and Garcia 2015, 49, fig. 2).
The tradition of metal clad buckets continued into the Early Medieval Period, both in Britain
(e.g. Riddler and Trevarthen 2006, 41) and Scandinavia (e.g. Stenvik 2001, 29). Leather types,
perhaps inspired by La Tène examples, are also known from 2nd century AD Scandinavian bogs
and possibly a contemporaneous princely Sudovian culture grave from Poland (Kontny 2013,
136). They have likewise been found at some British Roman Iron Age (AD 43–c.410)
excavations, such as Traprain Law, East Lothian (Macgregor 1976, 317) and Usk,
Monmouthshire (Manning 1995, 198, fig. 53, no. 14).
In recent years the number of known Roman examples from Britain has increased markedly. A
quick survey of The Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS) provides 88 examples of escutcheons
which were likely for metal clad buckets, or similar vessels, of Late Pre-Roman Iron Age
(LPRIA; c.120 BC–AD 43) or Roman date. An even greater number of examples (c.140) have
been recorded by Angie Bolton as part of an ongoing project into these objects (pers. comm.
24/04/2019). A curious feature of these fittings is the prevalence of bovine forms, like those on
the Mountsorrel example. This pattern is borne out well by the PAS data, assuming the sample
is representative, with 61% (n=54) of all examples being bovine (Fig. 2). Indeed, Bolton’s
research has focussed exclusively on bovine-shaped escutcheons, and includes over twice as
many examples as currently listed by the PAS.

Figure 2: Quantification of different Iron Age and Roman escutcheon types based on data from the
Portable Antiquities Scheme.
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Bovine decoration is a feature of late La Tène (c.200–20 BC/AD 43) feasting equipment, often in
the form of firedogs, with examples known from Wales to the Czech Republic (Feugère 2002,
425; Ginoux 2006; Schönfelder 2009). They also occur on feasting equipment in 1st to 2nd century
AD Przeworsk culture graves in Poland (Sztyber 2016, 763), and Late Roman Iron Age fibulae in
the southern Baltic (Nowakowski 2016). Why they should be so prevalent on buckets is curious.
One possibility is that they were used for holding milk. The association between the Mountsorrel
bucket and the animal bones and ceramics could suggest a meal for a chthonic deity, with milk
being a component. LPRIA buckets from graves have been argued to have contained alcoholic
beverages (Fitzpatrick 2007, 131; 2010, 396; Lambot 2014, 109), and fermented milk should not be
ruled out as a possible drink.

A simple correlation between bucket decoration and
contents is, however, unwise (Bolton pers. comm.
24/04/2019). For example, many LPRIA cremation
graves containing bovine decorated firedogs produced
evidence for pork, not beef, despite the firedogs
presumably being used to cook the meat. Likewise,
how should we interpret buckets with anthropoid
escutcheons, or those with geometric fittings where
there is clear evidence for the consumption of wine, as
at Goeblange-Nospelt, Luxembourg. These are highly
complex objects, not tins with labels displaying their
contents. Nor were all such graves provided with
buckets, even though the tradition of cremation graves
with feasting equipment continued until the 3rd century
AD (Pearce 2015). Additionally, many buckets,
including the Mountsorrel example, were recovered
from other types of contexts.

Figure 3: HESH-C96C96, a Romano-British
mount from Telford and Wrekin
© Portable Antiquities Scheme

Instead, the continued production of metal clad
buckets with bovine mounts is best seen as one of several later prehistoric practices which lasted
long into the Roman period. Just how long this duration was is uncertain as it is not easy to
ascribe dates to many of these objects. A general rule is that those with almond shaped eyes are
earlier, as this is a feature of later Pre-Roman La Tène art. A rather fine example from the PAS is
HESH-C96C96 (Fig. 3). Fittings which lack decoration and have circular eyes are considered to be
later in date (Bolton 2010). Nevertheless, round eyes are also a feature of LPRIA examples, such
as the bovine escutcheons on the bucket from Felmersham-on-Ouse, Bedfordshire (Watson 1949,
40, fig. 2). An alternative guide to dating may be the presence of spherical terminals on the horns
of such mounts, although this is far from precise (Bolton pers. comm. 24/04/2019). Based on
present evidence it would therefore seem that Hawkes was correct to ascribe a later date to the
Mountsorrel example. Indeed, Hawkes’ comment that the Mountsorrel bucket was a “barbaric
symbol-portrait [that] has outlasted its measure of Romanization” was spot on. This artefact, along
with the many escutcheons which have since been found, provide growing evidence for the
continued production of later prehistoric objects during the Roman period south of Hadrian’s
Wall.
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Andrew W. Lamb focusses on the La Tène period of the Iron Age, with a particular interest in
mortuary archaeology and population movements.
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A new late Iron Age strap fitting from Thwing, East Riding of Yorkshire:
YORYM-C37EB7
Rebecca Griffiths
In early 2019 an Iron Age
strap fitting was found in
Thwing, East Riding of
Yorkshire and reported to
me as the Finds Liaison
Officer for North and East
Yorkshire, for recording with
the Portable Antiquities
Scheme (PAS). Currently,
over 680 objects of Iron Age
date have been recorded with
the PAS from the East Riding
(Fig.1). Many of these are
strap or harness fittings of
various designs. The object in
question however is distinctly
different from anything I had
previously seen.
Figure 1: Map of Iron Age finds recorded with PAS.
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The object is copper alloy and comprises a large circular-sectioned ring with five integral
decorative knops projecting to the outer edge (Fig. 2). Three of the knops are in the form of
birds, possibly ducks, spaced evenly at three of the cardinal points. The bodies of the birds are
ovate with an upward turn to the pointed end representing the tail. A smaller integral ovate
element projects from the upper surface of the wider end of each body, forming the head and
beak. No further detail is present on the birds. The central bird and one behind it face the
same direction while the third bird, in front of the central one, faces the opposite direction,
toward the centre. The remaining two knops are smaller and in the form of twisted knots each
with a raised collar where they join the ring.

Figure 2: YORYM-C37EB7: The Thwing strap fitting.

No direct parallel for this object could be found at the time of recording though similar
features are noted in a number of different object types. Objects of similar ring shaped design
including three projecting knops include triple knoped terret rings such as YORYM-71FC10
and SWYOR-3A981A which are dated typologically to the early Roman period c.AD 43 - 150.
The absence of a D-bar makes this an unlikely function for the present example however. The
lower knotted terminals find parallels in a mount recorded as BH-B9C0B5 (Fig. 3) which is
ascribed a date of c.100 BC–AD 43
and SF-9722BA dated to c.300–
200 BC as well as HAMP-C319B7,
HAMP-A63ECB (Fig. 4) and BH00BCA1, identified as pins of middle
Iron Age date c.300–150 BC. The
birds are paralleled in LIN-F1A832
and LVPL-273BD0 which are furniture
fittings of Roman date, c.AD 100-300.
SF-DF4933 and NMGW-C46CB4 are
fragments of vessels dated broadly to
the late Iron Age to Roman period
and SUR-8328CA (Fig. 5), a fob
dangler of late Iron Age to Roman
date, c.50 BC–AD 100, displays four
Figure 3: BH-B9C0B5: Iron Age mount from Braughing, Hertfordshire.
similar bird decorations.
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Given the form of the current
example the function of strap
fitting is suggested. It is possible
the object was designed to hang
from a strap or belt with the
space between the knot terminals
designated to hold the strap.
Reb Ellis, PhD Student at The
University of Hull, comments that
bird decoration in general appears
in pockets in England and Wales,
as well as in Ireland and on the
Continent, though in stylistically
different ways. Miss Ellis suggests
a date of approximately 100 BC–
0 BC/AD for this object based on
the style of the bird which is
paralleled in other Iron Age
Figure 4: HAMP-A63ECB: Iron Age pin from Wield, Hampshire.
material (as discussed above).
Despite the richness of metal work in the East Riding of Yorkshire, animals are somewhat rare
making this object especially interesting and important. The absence of any known direct parallels
for this object suggests it is nationally unique.

Figure 5 SUR-8328CA: Iron Age fob dangler from Streatley, West Berkshire.

Rebecca Griffiths is the Finds Liaison Officers for North and East Yorkshire based at the Yorkshire
Museum, York. While studying archaeology at the University of York, Rebecca Griffiths began volunteering
with the Portable Antiquities Scheme which inspired a keen interest in small finds. Rebecca has recorded
over 15,000 finds and co-authored the 2016 book ‘50 Finds from Yorkshire: Objects from the Portable
Antiquities Scheme’. She enjoys working with artefacts from all periods of history, though has a particular
interest in the coinage of the Roman Empire.

All images Courtesy of the Portable Antiquities Scheme.
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Reviews
OVERBECK, Michael 2018. Die Gießformen in West- und Süddeutschland (Saarland,
Rheinland-Pfalz, Hessen, Baden-Württemberg, Bayern). Prähistorische
Bronzefunde Band 19.3; 1. Edition (2018). Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag. 438
Pages, 55 b/w figures, 18 b/w tables, 70 plates. ISBN 978-3-515-11981-8 (Print) /
ISBN 978-3-515-12106-4 (eBook)
Dot Boughton

In recent years, research into the social aspects of prehistoric bronze metalworking has gained
more and more traction, both in Britain and on the Continent. As a result, metallurgical studies
are now often no longer solely concerned with the technological aspects of prospecting,
smelting and casting of bronze, but also the role and status of prehistoric prospectors, miners
and metalworkers. Craftsmen are now considered alongside their ‘tools of their trade’ within
their regional communities, as well as wider Bronze Age society in different areas of Europe.
Most recently, in the UK, Sophia Adams and Leo Webley looked into the social contexts of
bronze technology and metalworking in Prehistoric Britain and Ireland; the much-anticipated
results of their research are due out in 2020 (Oxford: Oxbow).
The subject of this review, on the other hand, Michael Overbeck's post-doctoral research into
the moulds of Southern and Western Germany, published in the Prähistorische Bronzefunde
(PBF) Series, has not been written up primarily with the social aspects of metalworking and the
role of metalworkers in mind. However, this is not what PBF volumes were, or are, intended
for. Overbeck’s research was written up in true, efficient PBF style, discussing the raw
materials, functions and primary use of prehistoric moulds found in a number of different
archaeological contexts. It is a very thorough and concise piece of work, extremely well
researched and efficiently put together for PBF. It follows closely the style of its predecessor,
Detlef Jantzen's study of Bronze Age metalworking within the Nordic Circle (Jantzen, D. 2008.
Quellen zur Metallverarbeitung im Nordischen Kreis der Bronzezeit. Prähistorische Bronzefunde
XIX, 2. Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag). Overbeck follows Jantze's structure and lay-out in its
traditional PBF style, thus guaranteeing that the uniformity in structure of this "Abteilung" of
the PBF series is being upheld. Abteilung XIX is primarily concerned with objects connected to
Bronze Age metallurgy and metalworking and Overbeck’s research is the Abteilung’s third
volume, after Detlev Jantzen’s volume (PBF XIX, 2) and Bočkarev and Leskov’s study of Late
Bronze Age moulds from the Black Sea region (PBF XIX, 1: Bočkarev, V. & Leskov, A. 1980.
Jung- und spätbronzezeitliche Gußformen im nördlichen Schwarzmeergebiet.
Prähistorische
Bronzefunde XIX, 1. Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag).
Overbeck's study is very thorough and certainly, owing to PBF's well-known strict and efficient
general outline and structure, the content is comparatively easy to access, read and understand
– with one caveat, however: your command of archaeological research German needs to be up
to date! The PBF series prides itself on having excellent catalogues in each volume, and the 70
plates of Overbeck’s catalogue (illustrations and maps) are well in line with previous PBF
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volumes’ outline drawings and mapping; they are easy to understand and work with, bearing in
mind that moulds (being three-dimensional and often very worn) can be very difficult to illustrate.
In his introduction Overbeck offers a standard literature review with added criticism but, most
importantly I find, he also discusses in much detail the archaeological contexts moulds and mould
fragments were found in in Southern and Western Germany: settlements, hoards and graves. In
the discussion of his first type of context, settlements, he distinguishes between moulds from
hillforts, lowland settlements and wetland sites, suggesting different preferences of deposition for
different settlements in different regions of his research area (p. 24–25). Overbeck then discusses
all moulds and mould fragments found in his research area of Western and Southern Germany in
turn, starting with ceramic moulds, then moving on to metal and stone moulds. There are 176
moulds from the region with stone moulds being most prevalent (154), followed by ceramic (11)
and bronze (11) moulds (p.22). Overbeck discusses in detail the differences between the three
different materials, the materials’ advantages and disadvantages for being used as moulds for
casting, with a special focus on geological aspects, that is what kind of geological material was
preferred (sedimentary rock and sandstone!) and for what reason (p.188ff.). Overbeck focuses on
technological aspects and the moulds' functions, data and distribution and he does so in typically
organized and efficient PBF fashion. His great attention to technological detail distracts from the
lack of the discussion of social aspects of metallurgy, but as mentioned above, a discussion of the
social connotations of metalwork and relationships between metalworkers, miners and their role
within prehistoric societies is not what the PBF series was originally devised for. PBF volumes are
meant to present, outline and discuss in as much detail as possible different types of Bronze Age
metalwork and non-metallic artefacts relating to it, bring together groups of objects and find
similarities and differences and discuss grouping and types: Overbeck’s volume on moulds from
Southern and Western Germany does exactly that and thus fulfils, in my opinion, its obligations as
PBF volume. Plus, it is a very good read with excellent illustrations!
Overbeck's PBF volume concludes with a mould study by the editor of the series, Albrecht
Jockenhövel (pp.213–338). While Overbeck is mainly concerned with moulds and mould
fragments from a variety of archaeological contexts, Jockenhövel’s study focuses on moulds found
within burial contexts of the Chalcolithic, Bronze Age and Early Iron Age. His main geographical
research area is Central and Eastern Europe, but he also discusses some examples from France
and Sweden (nos 2, 24, 27, 36, 22 and 42). Even though (like Overbeck) Jockenhövel's study
focuses on moulds and mould fragments, he also looks (albeit briefly) at other objects relating to
metalworking found in burial contexts, such as crucibles, furnaces and possible tuyère fragments
(pp.299–309). Jockenhövel’s last section looks at the prehistoric metalworker as a member of
society, his place within prehistoric society and the social organisation of metalworkers, as can be
gleaned from burial contexts (pp.274–79, 310–2). The objects discussed by Jockenhövel in this
final section are not part of this PBF volume’s overall catalogue, but drawings and photos of the
objects were inserted in his section. Depending on the quality of the original archaeological
records, their previous publications or availability of illustrations, Jockenhövel's figures vary in
style and detail (much more than the main catalogue), but this does not diminish the importance
of his contribution: it is highly commendable that he included so many illustrations – not only of
the metallurgical artefacts but entire grave good ensembles, and their lay-out within the individual
graves (e.g. Gogolin-Strzebiόw (Silesia), Grave 24, and Karzec (Poland), Grave 89, figures 252–
255).
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Conclusively it can be said that this volume is certainly a very worthy addition to Abteilung
XIX of the Prähistorische Bronzefunde Series, and it should not be missing from any
prehistorian’s library: both the main part (Overbeck’s research) and the additional research
(Jockenhövel’s) are well worth reading and contemplating: they make you look forward to
future volumes of PBF, Abteilung XIX!
Having post-graduate degrees in prehistoric and early medieval metalwork, Dot was the FLO for
Lancashire and Cumbria for over ten years, 2005-2017, and then moved on to become the Curator of
Archaeology for Lancashire County Museum Service, which was, sadly, only a six-month-long post. After
a year working for Oxford Archaeology North, she is now a freelance finds specialist and translator
working from Arnside, Cumbria.

LAWSON, A.J. Late Bronze Age hoards: new light on old Norfolk finds. East Anglian
Archaeology, Report 166, Dereham, 2018, viii +104pp, £20. ISBN 978 0 905594 54
5.
Brendan O’Connor
One of the drawbacks of the flood of new Late Bronze Age
hoards produced by the Portable Antiquities Scheme is the
lack of a reliable database of existing finds, especially from
the south-east of England. Andrew Lawson’s exemplary
volume fills that gap for the county of Norfolk, presenting
systematic evidence for the discovery of the finds made
before 1950 with more selective details of subsequent finds.
He is well-placed to do this, having been publishing on
metalwork for over forty years. The volume is illustrated
with reproductions from old sources in addition to recent
drawings and photographs, with a full bibliography and a
helpful index.
Two points in particular are identified in the Introduction.
First, the prevailing assumption that objects found together
constitute what we usually call a ‘hoard’. Second, that
objects were buried deliberately. The first of the four
remaining chapters examines three finds made during the 18th century, when things like
socketed axes had been recognised as ancient but before their chronology had been worked
out. These finds have now been lost but were probably Ewart Park hoards from Reepham,
Hellesdon Hall and Snettisham. This emphasises the need to use early sources and not just to
rely on museum collections. The third chapter presents short biographies of the principal
antiquaries who recorded Norfolk hoards during the 19th century. Their endeavours were
supplemented by the establishment of public collections, notably the Norfolk and Norwich
Museum, assigned to the City Corporation in 1893, and organised societies, such as the
Archaeological Institute, whose Norwich meeting in 1847 included an exhibition with details
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published in the proceedings. Nineteenth-century discoveries are listed in Chapter 4, including
such well-known hoards as Carleton Rode and Eaton beside others now lost or dispersed.
By the end of the 19th century at least fifteen Late Bronze Age hoards had been recorded from
Norfolk but only three or four were reported in the first half of the 20th century, and without
fully reliable details. Finds were reported between 1980 and 2010.
These finds, one from Cranwich and two from Snettisham, are discussed in Chapter 5 which goes
on to plot the increase in recovery since 1950 and the publication of Norwich Museum’s catalogue
in 1966. The first new find made with a metal detector was reported in 1977 but a period of
mistrust between detectorists and archaeologists probably caused a reduction in reports during
the 1970s. However, this did not last long and almost fifty
Three appendices examine certain finds in more detail, since most recent discoveries have been
scatters of objects so that components of individual deposits may be have been recovered on
different occasions. This is exemplified by material from at least twenty-six sites in a restricted
area of north-west Norfolk around Snettisham, which includes at least seven hoards plus three
more multiple finds. The 1977 detector find from Hockwold is published in Appendix 2 and
objects from Great Melton, recovered between 1966 and 2003, in Appendix 3 with succinct
discussion of comparable Norfolk hoards in both cases. Publication here of Hockwold and Great
Melton is especially important since neither find is in a public collection.
Corrigendum

My review of Stuart Needham’s The Classification of Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age Copper and
Bronze Axe-heads from Southern Britain in the Summer 2018 LPFG Newsletter stated incorrectly
that he did not comment on the find from Deopham in Norfolk. This is in fact mentioned on page
32, though as Hackford rather than Deopham; a non-British axe may not have been directly
associated with the three British axes and is probably not an Early Bronze Age type. Apologies.
Brendan O'Connor has been studying Bronze Age metalwork for 45 years.
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Call for Finds: Ringheaded Pins, and Iron Age Pins in general
Katharina Becker and Andrew W. Lamb

Ringheaded Pins are one of the three main types of clothing accessory found in Iron Age
Britain and Ireland, besides fibulae and penannular brooches (Mackreth 2010; Adams 2013;
Booth 2014). They were first comprehensively studied by Dunning (1934) and most recently in
an MPhil by Becker (2000, 2–77) which identified 179 certain, and 32 probable examples of this
pin, either of iron or bronze. In the last decades significant numbers of these pins have been
found, in particular from excavations, allowing a reassessment of this important artefact type,
integrating and updating the unpublished corpus. As a distinctly insular and frequently found
artefact type these objects have great potential to add to our understanding of the Iron Age
and an update of the database is now underway to produce a new corpus and analysis of this
important artefact type.
Ringheaded pins are thought to be derived
from continental Iron Age swan necked pins,
but by the Earlier Pre-Roman Iron Age (c.800–
400 BC) had become established as a distinct
group. They display a great degree of variety in
form, size and decoration, although absolute
dating for all but a few is not possible (e.g. Jay
et al. 2012, 171-2, tables 1–2). It is unclear
when they ceased to be used, but a 1st century
BC date is likely (Becker 2000, 45). They are
recovered from a variety of contexts, including
burials and settlement sites. In contrast to
fibulae and, to a lesser extent, penannular
brooches they appear to represent a distinctly
insular type of dress ornament.

Figure 1: Ringheaded pins are characterised by a swan's neck
in combination with a ring shaped head. This is often embellished and can at times be reduced to a minor element in a
complex design. 1. Hagbourne Hill (Berks). 2. Ham Hill
(Somerset). 3. Dane Graves (East Riding Yorks). 4.
Beaghmore (Co. Tyrone).

We are updating the catalogue in order to
revisit the dating, function and social meaning
of this type and have conducted a survey of
published sources. If readers are aware of any
new or previously unpublished examples of
ringheaded, or other types of Iron Age pins, or
indeed any other forms of Iron Age pins, could
they please contact Katharina Becker or
Andrew Lamb? Katharina can be contacted at
katharina.becker@ucc.ie, and Andrew at
Andrew.lamb.correspondence@gmail.com
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Katharina Becker is an authority on Later Prehistoric Ireland. Her interests are wide ranging, with
particular focus on metalwork deposition, metalworking techniques and attempts date phases of Later
Irish Prehistory. Andrew Lamb focusses on the La Tène period of the Iron Age, with a particular
interest in mortuary archaeology and population movements.
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Crafting

Identities

Making and using objects in the
Bronze and Iron Ages
Saturday 26th October 2019
National Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh, Entry via Lothian Street
£20 / £16 (concessions and members)
BOOKING NOW OPEN: www.nms.ac.uk/laterprehistoricfinds
09:30–09:45 – Registration
09:45–09:50 – Matthew Knight (LPFG Chair): Welcome and Introduction
09:50–10:50 – Ten-Minute-Talks
Sophie Adams – Questioning the I in Identity
Marta Innes – Crafting Scottish Bronze Age Food Vessels – relational identities and creative assemblage making
Gemma Cruickshanks – Identities in Iron: viewing regional identities though iron in Iron Age Scotland
Jennifer Beamer – Wrapping, Pinning, Stitching: Thoughts on British Iron Age fashion
Helen Chittock – Crafting Bodies: Anthropomorphic imagery and performance in Early Celtic Art
10:50–11:15 – Coffee
11:15–11:35 – Claire Copper – New Pots, New People, New Worlds: the Beaker phenomenon in northern Britain and the
near continent.
11:35–11:55 – Mark Dalton – Funerary Pottery: Practice, Production, and Identity in the EBA of North East England
11:55–12:15 – Giovanna Fregni – Looking Over the Shoulder of the Bronze Age Metalsmith
12:15–12:35 – Tessa Machling and Roland Williamson – Crafting Torcs: What lies beneath the art?
12:35–14:00 – Lunch* and Object Show-and-Tell
14:00–14:20 – Anne Crone – Wooden Vessels from Iron Age Scotland: To carve or to turn
14:20–14:40 – Matt Hitchcock – Shields and Stories: Curation and renegotiation in the Iron Age
14:40–15:00 – Mary Davis – Materials and Meaning in Late Iron Age artefacts from Britain
15:00–15:20 – Nicky Garland – Crafting Iron Age Identity: Exploring the social practices of coin production in Late Iron
Age Britain
15:20–15:45 – Coffee
15:45–16:45 – Fraser Hunter – Shape, Cast, Carve, Create: A multi-craft view of Iron Age objects
If you have any access requirements, please contact info@nms.ac.uk.
*Lunch not provided.
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Call for Contributions
We’re now accepting contributions for our Winter newsletter. We welcome reviews of
conferences and publications, research articles, introductions to new projects, information on
new finds, and announcements about events. Please visit our newsletter page here:
https://laterprehistoricfinds.com/newsletter/
Or, email us on lpfgnews@outlook.com to find out more about submitting an article.

Keep up with us online at:
https://laterprehistoricfinds.com
E-mail us at:
laterprehistoricfindsgroup@gmail.com
Find us on Facebook
Or on Twitter: @LtrPrehistFinds

All text in this newsletter is © the individual contributors / Later Prehistoric Finds Group. Please contact us for permission if
you would like to reproduce any part of this publication.

